List of participants

Corrigendum

Section entitled “Members”, entries for Greece
Head of the Delegation
Mr. Nikolaos SAPOUNTZIS, Charge’s d’ Affaires, Alternate Permanent Representative, Permanent Mission to the United Nations, Vienna

Representative
Mr. Georgios SYNNEFAKIS, Satellite Services and Space applications Directorate, Ministry of Digital Policy, Communication and Media

Section entitled “Members”, entries for Nigeria
Representative
Mr. Ode IKWNE, Counsellor, Permanent Mission of Nigeria, Geneva

Section entitled “Members”, entries for Slovakia
Representative
Ms. Sandra SAKOLCIOVA, Intern, Permanent Mission to the United Nations, Vienna

Section entitled “Members”, entries for Spain
Representative
Sra. Laura FERNANDEZ ABAD, Consejera. Misión Permanente de España ante la Oficina de las NNUU Y los OO. II. en Viena